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Central Thesis
•  Global GDP

growth exceeded 
expectations in
2017 and still has 
good momentum

•  The gradual 
withdrawal of excess 
liquidity is a headwind 
for fi nancial assets

•  Central banks
remain sensitive to 
growth risks

•  Politicians and higher 
infl ation pose the 
biggest threat to 
investors

•  The low volatility era 
now appears to
be behind us. 
February and 
October corrections 
illustrate risks of
“low vol” backlash.  

A Brief Retrospective
• Balanced portfolios have struggled to 

make progress in 2018, with neither 
bonds nor equities able to provide 
positive returns.

• Global equities suffered an initial 10% 
correction in February 2018 before 
rallying through the summer. Another 
sharp correction occurred in October as 
investors reacted to fears of tighter 
monetary policy, trade wars and lower 
growth. Previous market leaders in the 
Technology sector led the sell-off. 
Earnings have been strong, so the sharp 
de-rating provides better value. 

• Sovereign bonds have produced little 
return in the past two years. The threat 
of “secular stagnation” has been lifted, 
although overall infl ation remains 
relatively subdued currently. 

• UK-based investors remain hostage to 
the fortunes of sterling. Brexit negotiations 
are key to the currency’s performance.

• Emerging Markets were the standout 
performer of 2017, as global trade 
recovered. However a strong dollar, 
higher US rates and individual country 
problems have been unhelpful in 2018.     

Current Positioning
• Global growth appeared strong and 

synchronised coming into 2018. This was 
curtailed by seasonal factors and trade 
war fears. The US has the strongest 
momentum. Fears of a more damaging 
global slowdown still appear exaggerated. 

• Election risk has peaked for now, but 
“populist” support remains high. This 
has motivated Trump’s Trade War, which 
threatens growth, and also the diffi cult 
Budget negotiations in Italy. 

• Conventional sovereign bonds still offer 
limited total returns, although US 
Treasuries are offering better relative 

value. Alternative assets can provide 
better insurance. US TIPs are the 
preferred infl ation / Armageddon hedge.

• We have largely exited US High Yield 
Credit and EM debt

• We remain underweight US and UK 
equities, although both are now looking 
more attractive from a valuation 
perspective. The UK has a particularly 
uncertain political outlook. Sterling 
remains vulnerable to Brexit and a Labour 
government.   

• Even better value exists in the EU, and 
Japan is still attractive. No longer hedging 
Yen exposure.

• Remain overweight Consumer-
driven Emerging Markets for secular 
growth trends. 

• Property now underweight, accounting 
for sterling/political/economic risk. We
are mindful of liquidity risk this late in
the cycle. Preference for non-cyclicals 
and non-UK.

• AAC returned to Neutral Risk Appetite in 
October (vs GISG -0.5).  

 The Road Ahead
• The end of global QE looms, and this 

presents a major challenge. A lot will 
depend on the pace of infl ation, and how 
central banks react. 

• There remains a big debate about 
infl ation. Low unemployment levels 
portend higher wages and infl ation; 
demographics and technology suggest a 
more benign outcome. The jury is out. 
We are in “wait and see” mode. 

• The shift towards greater protectionism, 
led by Trump, threatens lower growth 
and higher infl ation.

• Still low bond yields and full equity 
valuations suggest more limited 
balanced portfolio returns ahead.



Risks and Opportunities Asset Allocation Matrix
(Medium Risk Balanced Mandate)

Date + -

Oct-18 US Equities ++; EM Equities + High Yield Credit -; EM Debt -

Sep-18 UK Cash + UK Real Estate -

Apr-18 Global Sovereign Bonds + ; 
Low Volatility Bond Funds + EU Equities - -

Jan-18 US $ Cash ++ UK Conventional Gilts - -

Oct-17 Global Sovereign Bonds ++ High Yield Credit --; Real Estate -

May-17 EU Equities + Gold -

Recent Asset Allocation Changes

Performance Table
31 October 2018  CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE TO END 2017

Q-T-D Y-T-D LAST 12m 1 Yr % 3 Yr % 5 Yr % 10 Yr %

Equities (Total return - translated to £) Last Price Percentage Change

UK FTSE 100 Total Return 6266.0 (5.5%) (3.9%) (0.9%) 11.9% 32% 57% 74%

UK - FTSE 250 Midcap Total Return 14235.8 (8.3%) (6.6%) (4.0%) 17.8% 40% 91% 158%

US - S&P Composite TR £ 4206.1 3.9% 9.1% 11.7% 11.3% 59% 150% 232%

Europe - FTSE Europe x UK TR £ 497.4 (3.0%) (4.2%) (5.1%) 16.9% 49% 83% 75%

Japan - FTSE Japan TR £ 266.0 (2.2%) (1.7%) 0.3% 14.4% 65% 112% 111%

EM: Asia Pacific: FTSE Asia Pacific x Japan TR £ 977.5 (8.2%) (10.3%) (8.4%) 23.4% 53% 71% 120%

World x UK - FTSE World x UK TR £ 583.7 0.1% 2.3% 4.1% 14.0% 55% 111% 154%

Credit

UK i-BOXX Non Gilt TR £ 336.5 0.2% (1.1%) 0.2% 4.3% 16.0% 31.3% 82.8%

Government Fixed Income (Basis Points Change) Yield Basis Points Change

US 10 Year Treasury Bond 3.14 +28 +74 +76 -4 +23 +65 -162

UK 10 Year Gilt 1.44  +16  +25  +11  -5  -57  -64  -332

Cash Percentage Change

$/£ 1.277 (3.4%) (5.6%) (3.9%) 9.4% (13%) (17%) (32%)

£/Eur 1.129 (0.2%) 0.2% (1.1%) (4.0%) (13%) (9%) (17%)

Commodities

Brent Crude - $ 75.5 (5.0%) 12.9% 23.0% 17.7% 17% (40%) (29%)

GOLD - $ 1214.8 (3.1%) (6.8%) (4.5%) 13.1% 10% (22%) 56%

WMA/FTSE Balanced TR 3882.1 (1.0%) (0.2%) 1.7% 9.7% 32% 61% 91%

WMA/FTSE Growth TR 4199.0 (1.2%) (0.2%) 1.8% 11.4% 37% 70% 96%

WMA/FTSE Income TR 3744.2 (1.0%) (0.9%) 1.1% 8.5% 27% 51% 86%
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• (+) Global growth persists. No recession. 
Europe’s recovery postponed, not 
cancelled. US strong. Rest of World stable.

• (+) Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) activity 
remains supportive, but not euphoric. 

• (+) Central banks remain committed to 
supporting recovery. Interest rate rises 
and QE taper to be measured. ECB 
stimulus reduction well flagged. 

• (+) Emerging Markets (bias to Asia) – no 
crisis given higher reserves, floating 
currencies and lower external liabilities 
than in 1998. No “Lehman moment” for 
China. Secular growth opportunities.

• (-) Deflation threat diminished, but 
markets not positioned for upside 
inflation surprise. 

 • (-)  Geopolitics – Russia/China more 
assertive. Terrorism remains a real risk. 
Cyber/Hacking threat growing. Tensions 
in Middle East. North Korea nuclear 
threat remains. Populist trends 
undermine status quo. Rising Trade War 
risk, with US the aggressor.  

• (?) Volatility can rise further from low 
levels. All risk asset classes vulnerable. 
Will market liquidity be affected by 
tighter bank regulation and capital 
requirements? Growth of ETFs, High 
Frequency Trading and “Short Volatility” 
strategies also a risk. 

Asset Bias

FIXED INTEREST =

Near Cash ++

UK Conventional Gilts –

UK Index-Linked Gilts =

Global Govt Bonds ++

Investment Grade Credit –

High Yield & EM Debt –

EQUITIES =

UK Large Cap –

UK Mid & Small Cap =

Total UK –

North America – –

Europe ex-UK ++

Japan ++

Emerging Markets +

Total Overseas +

PROPERTY –

ALTERNATIVES =

Structured Prods –

Absolute Return/HFs –

Other (Infrastructure/Ag) –

Gold ++

CASH –


